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amazonbasics iphone 7 plus screen protector for iphone 7 plus and iphone 7 plus. amazonbasics
iphone 7 plus screen protector is designed to fit the iphone 7 plus. it is made of impact resistant
polycarbonate plastic and premium quality aluminosilicate glass. it protects the screen from
scratches, dirt, damage and features an easy installation. made to fit the iphone 7 plus. easy to
install. no application. ideal solution for iphone 7 plus and 7 plus users. the spigen glas.tr ez fit
(sensor protection) is also the only one of our picks that offers a tempered glass portion on top of the
display. on our test unit, the glass wasnt as thick as on the spigen, which made for a flatter curve.
also, we found the install tray on the spigen to be slightly easier to use. however, the spigen also
includes two screen protectors that match the size of the iphone screens, and is the only option to
keep your display entirely clear of smudges. it comes in two colors: black and white. when we tested
the spigen glas.tr ez fit (sensor protection), we found that it did a better job of protecting the front
and edges of the display than the amfilm onetouch glass screen protector. the glass portion of the
spigen was thinner than that of the amfilm, although both are equally hard and are equally hard to
install. the spigen takes longer to install than the amfilm. however, the spigen does allow you to
remove the front glass of the iphone to take pictures, which the amfilm does not. the spigen is also
the only protector of our picks that covers the entirety of the display. it comes in two colors: black
and white.
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the protector also protects the screen from damage from bumps, a common occurrence when youre
carrying a smartphone in a pocket or purse. we found that the protector reduces the risk of cracking
the screen, but it didnt protect it from denting or cracking. and when we sent it to ifixit, they found
that it was incompatible with the iphone 11. the protector has a simple solution for users who want

to remove it: just slide it off the iphone along the inside edge, and then use a fingernail to gently pry
it away from the screen. if youre determined to remove it, all you need is a fingernail and a lot of

patience. its as easy as pressing the screen protector in place, and then using a fingernail to pry it
off. we found the the protector comes off easily when youre sitting in a desk chair or lying down, but

its a bit trickier if youre standing or sitting up. and its impossible to remove the protector if youre
using the phone in a car. theres a good chance the screen protector will last longer if youre not

constantly dropping the phone. but if youre constantly dropping it, then the glass on the sides will
chip and eventually crack. and over time, its going to get harder to remove the protector. but since

its easy to install, it doesnt require much effort to remove. as far as cleaning goes, we found that the
protector requires a bit more effort to remove than the screen coatings we tested, and it doesnt offer

as much protection. if youre a fan of silicone screen protectors, then youll want to look for the igo
primo-plus version of the protector. but for the price, its not worth the extra expense. its bulkier than
the igo primo version, and it doesnt come with a case. instead, youre limited to the screen protector

only. additionally, if youre looking for a silicone screen protector, this protector doesnt offer the
protection that youll find in a glass screen protector. 5ec8ef588b
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